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"Little Black Submarines"

The Black Keys

My friend recommended this song to me a year or two ago

This song is about turning to God for help in times of trouble. The singer refers to God as "operator" and asks him 
to put him back on the line because the voices calling him get lost and outdated. The people who have been calling 
him and helping him stay on the right track have gotten lost, and he has lost connection with his conscience. He 
mentions many times that "a broken heart is blind," so maybe a tough break up recently has made him feel lost, and 
he does not know what to do or who to look to.

The theme of this song is trying to get back on the right path and making an effort to reconnect with God after a 
period of time where you have not done so. God is always willing to take us back and forgive us for what we have 
done in the past, and the man in this poem is asking God to let him do this. The song uses great metaphors in a way 
that everybody can understand it whether they are religious or not.

The song starts off slowly and gently, but in the middle of the song, there is a pause, and suddenly a guitar starts 
playing. The song transforms into a rock song and continues singing about the same topic. The operator is a symbol 
for God, and the "voices calling me" that get lost are symbols for our conscience and the good influences in our lives.

This song is great because of the way it is written, the way it is played, and the message it brings along with it. The 
first time I heard this song, I went on a journey. I listened to the slow part, and I thought the lyrics were good, but I 
didn't know if it was a good song because it was slow. But then the guitar picked up and the rock part of the song 
started, and I immediately fell in love with the song. It is so well performed that I think everybody needs to listen to it. 
This song makes the listener think about who they are and what path of life they're headed towards. 



Little Black Submarines

Little black submarines
Operator please
Put me back on the line
Told my girl I'd be back
Operator please
This is wreckin' my mind

Oh can it be
The voices calling me
They get lost
And out of time
I should've seen it glow
But everybody knows
That a broken heart is blind
That a broken heart is blind

Pick you up, let you down
When I wanna go
To a place I can hide
You know me, I had plans
But they just disappeared
To the back of my mind

Oh can it be
The voices calling me
They get lost
And out of time
I should've seen a glow
But everybody knows
That a broken heart is blind
That a broken heart is blind

Treasure maps, fallen trees
Operator please
Call me back when it's time
Stolen friends and disease
Operator please
Patch me back to my mind

Oh can it be
The voices calling me
They get lost
And out of time
I should've seen a glow
But everybody knows
That a broken heart is blind
That a broken heart is blind
That a broken heart is blind


